Kia soul car gurus

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Overall a great
experience, ultimately the car was sold prior to me finalizing a deal. I was just curious about the
vehicle. They treated me fine. I would not be interested in this vehicle due to its white interior or
very light beige. Tyler was very prompt to respond to me and we bought a Dodge Grand
Caravan in less than a day!! Very professional AND easy to work with. Wonderful service. Did
not buy an Explorer, I ended up trading my truck for a very nice Jeep Wrangler. Thank you to all
at Team Kia. Excellent experience at this dealership. Mr Dalomba took the time to go over all the
details of the car I was interested in, he also showed a lot of patience when I wasn't
understanding some of the financial numbers. Highly recommend this dealership. Larry was
great, no pressure to buy and took the time to answer all of my questions. Paperwork was quick
and painless. Very happy with my purchase. This is my second car purchase through Kia
Suntrup. They are great to work with and have a great service department. Responded quickly
to me and they are still in contact with me trying to find the best vehicle for me. Lamar my
salesman was very nice and polite. Not pushy! The lady I talked to from financing was also very
nice and professional. So if your looking for a new or used vehicle then clarksburg kia is it.
Dealership is very helpful with emails. Waiting to set up a appointment and take the vehicle for a
test drive. Car I was interested in was sold but they tried to help find another. Just did not have
what I was looking for. Salesman did not disclose not does this listing show the damage on the
front right quarter panel. They allowed me to get financed and drive 2 hours to pick up vehicle
only to then see the dent and scratches Very strange experience. The dealer refused to provide
an out the door price before coming to check out the car. I'm not sure what kind of business
refuses to state the cost of the car to the buyer unless they have something to hide. Took my
money elsewhere. Be very careful stepping into this dealership. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. Certified Kia Soul for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Kia Soul listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Kia
Dealer. Request Information. Buying a car blends pragmatic and emotional factors. You know
you need a car to do certain things, but you also have preferences about how your car looks
and perhaps how its brand's image is generally. Read more. The Kia Soul returns for with an
optional turbocharged engine, updated looks, and new technology. Although it remains the
quirkiest option in its price range, this squared-off car is decidedly av. With few exceptions, the
Kia Soul provides everything the average person might need, along with surprise-and-delight
upgrades he or she might want. More power would be nice, as well as additional. Kia Soul
Reviews Review. I needed a manual transmission so I could pull the car with my RV. I owed a
Kia Soul that I loved so went looking for a newer model. This car shows just how much Kia has
improved the Soul! Nice car lots of passenger room but not much for anything else. I am a BIG
guy and it was comfortable when I was inside but getting in and out was rather tight. The Kia
Soul drives like magic on the open road! It had the lane departure feature which makes me more
secure when changing lanes. It has a feature that took getting used to in traffic. There were
many safety features like keyless entry and others. Of course who would n Why Use CarGurus?
Kia dealers in Atlanta GA. Kia dealers in Chicago IL. Kia dealers in Dallas TX. Kia dealers in
Houston TX. Kia dealers in Los Angeles CA. Kia dealers in Miami FL. Kia dealers in New York
NY. Kia dealers in Philadelphia PA. Kia dealers in Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Website prices don't actually match the dealer
prices at all. The reviews every one leaves are honest. Hate leaving bad reviews but if you're
just trying to get in a car and don't mind getting screwed on the deal, by all means try it out. Will
not discuss price of the car, only monthly payments. There's a reason all the prices on are so
low, to lure you in. The salesman that called me must have been new. I asked for the out the
door price and he said he had to figure it out and call back. I asked about cash back from KIa
and was told that was only for people who finance. This dealership is NOT transparent in their
pricing and should be considered a bait and switch dealership, don't waste your time! The
prices the advertise are not the price you can get the car for. This is a bait and switch dealer
they are just trying to get you in the door. Needless to say I didn't even step foot into the
building since they played games like this over the phone. Just gimmicks to get you into
dealership by promoting below more straightforward dealers. A total waste of time. Very

responsive, they sold the car that I was interested in while I was in route to go look at it. Ask for
Aulston. We discussed a price and details over the phone. We then drove 4 hrs and met with
him. The car and prices were exactly as we had discussed. He knew we had a long ride back
home and he worked as fast as he could to get us out the door and on our way home. He had a
great personality and seemed very genuine. I would recommend asking for him if you're in the
market for a vehicle. Asked for a purchase order on the car so I could line up my own financing
but after 8 days they would provide that to me. I was contracted once, but they were to contact
me again about ordering one, but they never called me back, so I went with another dealer.
Liberty was very responsive and worked to get a time scheduled for a test drive. Would
definitely recommend this dealership! Store manager wanted to argue that all the f trucks were
diesel which they weren't. Also the truck I went to look at was listed as a long bed which it
wasn't. Curtis sent videos of everything we requested great salesman.. I like the fact that Lenny
and Omar tried to make a deal. I liked being able to test drive the cars with no rushing. I asked
for the vehicle history and they would not give it to me. Seems like they were hiding something.
Never called me after I ask to speak to a sale men but the internet department gave the run
around no information no pictures. I felt like it was scam to bring me into the dealership. All
they wanted me to do was to make a appointment that it. I bought A Acura. Victor Natour was
the best ever! The entire staff from start to finish was the best! Website showed one price. I told
them on 3 different websites had the lower price and then out of now where they said car was
sold. Then offered me a car with less features for more. Would never buy from you guys. Glad I
found a different Kia dealership and bought from them. Buyer beware! They do a bait and switch
tactic to get you in the door. Yes they contact you! Overly contact about how to get you into the
dealer today. Not about why you want to purchase or what. Call, email, text, all trying to get you
in today. I had phone calls with them, won't provide the out door price of the vehicle they
wanted me to be at the dealership in person for that. When I went to the dealership I was told
that the car was already sold. I did talk to them even an hour before I left. Wish they would let
me know that the car was no longer available. Would have saved me a wasted trip. Also note,
their cars are pre-certified which means the price shown online is not the real price and you will
have to pay extra to have the car certified. This was a mandatory addition, no choice if I wanted
the car. I walked out. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. New Kia Soul for Sale Nationwide. All
Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Kia Soul
listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Lowest price first. Authorized Kia Dealer. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Why Use
CarGurus? Kia dealers in Atlanta GA. Kia dealers in Chicago IL. Kia dealers in Dallas TX. Kia
dealers in Houston TX. Kia dealers in Los Angeles CA. Kia dealers in Miami FL. Kia dealers in
New York NY. Kia dealers in Philadelphia PA. Kia dealers in Washington DC. Kia Soul For Sale.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Nice car and very helpful
staff price point slightly high for year and milage. I would have bought it at a thousand dollars
cheaper. Excellent experience with Davis Moore Mazda. Was quickly contacted by the
dealership and put in touch with a sales rep who was attentive and friendly. He had the car
ready to test drive and was able to answer all my questions. The staff at Davis Moore Mazda
made the process very pleasant and easy to purchase a car and I highly recommend this
dealership! Chris Jackson and I communicated over email regarding this Honda Civic EXL and
they came down however not low enough for me to purchase car. Chris was very friendly and
nice and respectful. I continue to monitor the price to see if they will come down a little more for
me to purchase. This is a very good and professional dealership. All my paperwork was filled
out and ready to sign on arrival. Fuel and def were full and the truck was clean and smelling
good. Lane Novotny was incredibly helpful! I was treated very well and with respect throughout
visit and process of purchasing a new vehicle. Lane was helpgul in answering questions and
working with me on trade in. Well he responded with one sentence saying yes still here and I
had no idea who or what he was talking about and his reply to more information was still not
helpful. Had to look up again to try and find. Not a great experience. The customer service was
pleasant and respectful, I got contacted within 24 hours, but I was supposed to get a call today
and never got it. I contacted in regards to a camaro they had , which they had a few. I also
contacted in regards to a few other cars I was interested in. I never got a reply after I inquired

about another vehicle other than the camaro. I took my money elsewhere. And ended up paying
cash, never right a person off to quickly. Salesmen lacked knowledge and professionalism. The
car I went to view was a disappointment, so the salesmen just tried to sell me whatever they had
on hand, in inventory, none of which were consistent with the price range or car features I was
looking for. Bought this vehicle. Price was almost 2, higher than listed here and almost 1, higher
miles. Did not realize there was a heater problem due to it being so hot outsude. They don't
seem to care and want us to wait till our gap insurance kicks in so they can charge us. Not
happy. Will never use them again. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Kia Soul. Email me price drops and new listings for these
results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Buying a car blends pragmatic and emotional factors.
You know you need a car to do certain things, but you also have preferences about how your
car looks and perhaps how its brand's image is generally. Read more. The Kia Soul returns for
with an optional turbocharged engine, updated looks, and new technology. Although it remains
the quirkiest option in its price range, this squared-off car is decidedly av. With few exceptions,
the Kia Soul provides everything the average person might need, along with
surprise-and-delight upgrades he or she might want. More power would be nice, as well as
additional. Kia Soul Reviews Review. I needed a manual transmission so I could pull the car
with my RV. I owed a Kia Soul that I loved so went looking for a newer model. This car shows
just how much Kia has improved the Soul! Nice car lots of passenger room but not much for
anything else. I am a BIG guy and it was comfortable when I was inside but getting in and out
was rather tight. The Kia Soul drives like magic on the open road! It had the lane departure
feature which makes me more secure when changing lanes. It has a feature that took getting
used to in traffic. There were many safety features like keyless entry and others. Of course who
would n Why Use CarGurus? Kia dealers in Wichita KS. Kia dealers in Hutchinson KS. Kia
dealers in Ponca City OK. Kia dealers in Enid OK. Kia dealers in Bartlesville OK. Kia dealers in
Stillwater OK. Kia dealers in Manhattan KS. Kia dealers in Topeka KS. Kia dealers in Tulsa OK.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Didn't have what I wanted
for a price I was willing to pay and quality of the vehicle I test-drove was less than expected
rusted brackets under the hood , but Kris was very helpful and tried to get me what I wanted.
Everything was as represented on the car gurus site.. I did purchase the car and I'm thrilled and
would recommend this agency to any of my friends. Really good experience at Spokane Subaru.
Found what I wanted and love my new car. Thank you car Guru for the lead. They were very
prompt in contacting me and willing to work with me as well. I just ended up finding a different
car with lower miles that I ended up getting instead. He was very nice and willing to work with
me. Gave me a great deal on my trade in. I recommend them. I just ended up going with a
different vehicle from a different dealer. Answered all my calls responded quickly and provide
additional information that was helpful will recommend. I must say that the staff at Magic Auto
Sales Prestige were great. I walked in and left with a better car then the one I wanted. The staff,
especially Eddie, the finance manager, and Omar were kind, courteous, pleasant, respectful,
and knowledgeable. I definitely would recommend coming here for a used car. My experience
here was great. Was very excited about the car. So I don't recommend this dealer. Is was
SUCK!!! When 2 times to see the suv and the car was on the shop. The first time they told me
that the suv going to be ready by pm. I told them that i will came the next day. I went by to see it
and the car was still on the shop for service. They ask me was on service 4 block. They ask me
if want to there to see it, i told them NO. Great people with great prices. I will return. Easy car
buying experience with no games. Very rude to me. I wish I could not give them a star. The sales
manager said to me it was too cold for his guy to be standing outside in the cold while u was
checking out the car. Scam artists. No titles on the vehicles on their lot. Cars on CarGurus are
on the back lot and need to have the battery charged in order to start if at all. Then the say, "We
don't go by CarGurus. We have are own sets of fees and have to order the titles from the states
the cars came from. If there was a way to leave no stars Kitty was friendly and professional on
the phone and Aldo was very honest about the cars conditions. It was a very pleasant
experience dealing with these guys. I am very pleased with my purchase. Give them a call and
they will hook you up with a new ride. They responded promptly to my inquiry. The listing was
very accurate. The staff was professional and accommodating. Overall a good experience. We'll

help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and
we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. Used Kia Soul for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi
75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Kia Soul listings in your area Search Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request
Information. Image Not Available. Buying a car blends pragmatic and emotional factors. You
know you need a car to do certain things, but you also have preferences about how your car
looks and perhaps how its brand's image is generally. Read more. The Kia Soul returns for with
an optional turbocharged engine, updated looks, and new technology. Although it remains the
quirkiest option in its price range, this squared-off car is decidedly av. With few exceptions, the
Kia Soul provides everything the average person might need, along with surprise-and-deli
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ght upgrades he or she might want. More power would be nice, as well as additional. Kia Soul
Reviews Review. I needed a manual transmission so I could pull the car with my RV. I owed a
Kia Soul that I loved so went looking for a newer model. This car shows just how much Kia has
improved the Soul! Nice car lots of passenger room but not much for anything else. I am a BIG
guy and it was comfortable when I was inside but getting in and out was rather tight. The Kia
Soul drives like magic on the open road! It had the lane departure feature which makes me more
secure when changing lanes. It has a feature that took getting used to in traffic. There were
many safety features like keyless entry and others. Of course who would n Why Use CarGurus?
Kia dealers in Atlanta GA. Kia dealers in Chicago IL. Kia dealers in Dallas TX. Kia dealers in
Houston TX. Kia dealers in Los Angeles CA. Kia dealers in Miami FL. Kia dealers in New York
NY. Kia dealers in Philadelphia PA. Kia dealers in Washington DC.

